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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a stamping machine for metal parts with a plurality of successive die-cutting stations synchronized to shape metal parts from
sheet metal coming from a coil of sheet metal supplied to the stamping machine through an inlet provided with inlet rollers for pushing the sheet
metal to a first die-cutting station for progressively obtaining successive individualized sheets die-cut according to a predetermined pattern from the
sheet metal, characterized in that it comprises a second die-cutting station (5) for receiving and die-cutting the individualized sheets and comprising
a plurality of transfer dies (5a, 5b) arranged one after the other for shaping successive metal parts (3) with a three-dimensional configuration from
the successive individualized sheets (1 c) delivered by the first die-cutting station (4), the plurality of transfer dies comprising an initial transfer die
(5a) for performing an initial die-cutting of each of the individualized sheets (1c) and obtaining successive initial parts (2a), and a final transfer die
(5b) for performing a final die-cutting in each of the previously die-cut parts to obtain the metal parts (3); an outlet station (6) arranged at the outlet
(5c) of the second die-cutting station (5) through which the metal parts (3) shaped in the second die-cutting station (5) are extracted; a longitudinal
advance and retreat device for collecting the individualized sheets (1c) from the first die-cutting station and introducing them in the second die-
cutting station (5) and moving the die-cut parts(2a, 2b) towards the outlet station (6) making synchronized stops during the action of each of the
transfer dies (5a, 5b) in respective die-cutting positions, and which comprises respective side bars (9a, 9b) which are longitudinally movable in a
longitudinal back and forth motion provided with gripping mechanisms comprising gripping clamps (9c, 9d) for gripping respective end portions
facing the gripping clamps (9c, 9d), of the individualized sheets and of the successive die-cut parts (2a, 2b) when they are moved by the advance of
the side bars (9a, 9b) towards the consecutive transfer dies (5a, 5b).
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